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OVERVIEW
Since Harry and Meghan, Duke and Duchess of Sussex, announced their departure
from royal life in January 2020, there has been an increase in disinformation and
targeted harassment directed at the couple on social media platforms, particularly
towards the duchess. In October 2021, Bot Sentinel Inc. launched an investigation
into the negative Twitter activity concentrated on Harry and Meghan, Duke and
Duchess of Sussex.
We set out to determine:
• If the activity was primarily organic or if automated accounts, accounts
pretending to be someone else, or toxic trolls were fueling some or most of
the hatred.
• How much of this activity originated from single-purpose anti-Meghan and
Harry.
If these accounts were coordinating their activities.
Our research found that a relatively small number of single-purpose anti-Meghan
and Harry accounts created and disseminated most of the hateful content on
Twitter. However, the primary accounts had assistance that allowed their content to
be repackaged and shared by accounts with a considerable following. We observed
the primary accounts coordinating their activities and using various techniques to
avoid detection. In short, the majority of the anti-Meghan and Harry activity wasn't
organic.
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INTRODUCTION
Our research began by analyzing 114,000 tweets using hashtags and keywords
related to Harry and Meghan, Duke and Duchess of Sussex. We used internal tools
to categorize tweets based on sentiment and repetitiveness. We manually examined
tweets for altered photos, deceptively edited videos, and other content our internal
tools couldn’t automatically or accurately analyze.
Our analysis allowed us to isolate 55 single-purpose accounts we identified as the
primary hate accounts and 28 secondary hate accounts that mainly amplified the
primary accounts. Combined with the help of their 187,631 followers, these
accounts were responsible for approximately 70% of the original and derivative hate
content targeting Harry and Meghan, Duke and Duchess of Sussex on Twitter. Using
internal and 3rd party analytic tools, we estimate a combined unique potential
reach of 17,000,000 users.
We used friend/follower connections, retweets, and mentions to identify accounts
that were part of the same hate network. Our research revealed these accounts
were brazenly coordinating on the platform, and at least one account was openly
recruiting people to join their hate initiative on Twitter.
We determined Twitter had previously suspended 40% of the primary accounts, and
these accounts were employing tactics to avoid suspension. Some put “parody” in
their profiles, although it wasn’t a parody account. Others would use racist coded
language about Meghan, Duchess of Sussex, to avoid detection. We also observed
several accounts either lock or completely deactivate their profiles to preserve their
accounts.
The accounts we were monitoring did not confine their hatred to Twitter. They
would often tweet links to private blogs, Instagram accounts, and YouTube channels
predominately focused on Harry and Meghan, Duke and Duchess of Sussex.
We used Twitter accounts without friends or followers during our research, and
after viewing two hate accounts, Twitter’s algorithm began suggesting numerous
hate accounts. On multiple occasions, Twitter recommended we follow these hate
accounts.
It is our opinion the accounts included in this report are violating Twitter’s rules on
platform manipulation and spam, abuse/harassment, and publishing private
information.
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PRIMARY HATE ACCOUNTS

P R I M A R Y H AT E AC C O U N T S
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SECONDARY HATE ACCOUNTS

S E C O N DA R Y H AT E AC C O U N T S
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NETWORK ACTIVITY
The red section demonstrates the activity of the primary and secondary hate accounts.

NETWORK ACIVITY
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TWEET EXAMPLES

TWEET EXAMPLES
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TWEET EXAMPLES - CONT.

T W E E T - C O N T.
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TWEET EXAMPLES - CONT. 2

T W E E T - C O N T. 2
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TWEET EXAMPLES - CONT. 3

T W E E T - C O N T. 3
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RECRUITMENT EFFORTS

Add a title

https://theduchessofnarsussex.com/harrys-wife

RECRUITMENT EFFORTS
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WHO TO FOLLOW ALGORITHM

W H O TO F O L LO W A LG O R I T H M
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